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First of all, a great big thanks to you from all of us here at AlienTools for using out tools, and a big 
welcome to the A.L.F. Loyalty Program!

We fought for a long time to bring out this program as we wanted to build something new...and as you 
know, making new things is never easy. A simple cash-back program would be easy, but we wanted 

something bigger. Something that rewarded our partners not only for buying more tools, but rewarding 
them for everything that they do to help spread the word of #MillMoreUnts (referrals, social media posts, 
testimonials, etc.). This way, regardless of the business’ size, they can receive the same benefits that our 

largest partners receive.

This is why we are absolutely proud to present the Alien Loyalty Federation (A.L.F.) Program as a new way 
to say thanks to our most loyal partners and have some fun along the way. It’s also easy to participate 

and use, and the following pages will show you the basics of how everything works.

WELCOME TO
THE CLUB
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NEW TABS IN MY ACCOUNT
You will immediately notice that you have enrolled int he A.L.F. program you will see 3 new tabs when you log 

into the shop and go the ‘My Account’ section.

It is through these 3 tabs that you will be able to track your progress through the A.L.F. program. Important 
to know is that the program actually includes 2 different systems: one that tracks the total amount of points 
you accrue through the years, and the other that automatically puts 10 EUR in your ‘Virtual Wallet’ every time 

it reaches 1,000 points.

Let’s take a closer look at how to navigate through the tabs ...
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A.L.F. LIFETIME POINTS
The ‘My A.L.F. Program’ tab is where you will see an overview of the two programs, how to earn points, and 

where you currently stand in each program.

Under the ‘Loyalty System Overview’ you will first see on top your current program in the ‘Lifetime Points’ 
program. You will see the points needed to unlock each level, and the black bar shows your current progress 

in the journey and also lists how many lifetime points you have currently.
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A.L.F. CURRENT POINTS
The ‘A.L.F. Current Points’ program is where the 10 EUR for each 1,000 points is generated, and when you 

click on the name of the program  a dropdown screen with  more info on the program, including all the ways 
to earn points and your current point total.

Note: the most points you will ever have in this program as 999 points as at at 1,000 points they are 
automatically converted into 10 EUR into your A.L.F. ‘Virtual Wallet’.
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TRACKING AND CONTROL
You can at any point make sure that you’re receiving the points that you should be by clicking on the ‘User 

History’ section. This will provide you a breakdown of all account activity: when you receive points, why you 
receive points, and when they are converted into ‘Virtual Wallet’ money.

In the ‘My A.L.F. Badges’ section you will also see which levels you have unlocked.  For each level reached you 
will receive a badge, and starting at the second badge you will automatically see better pricing in the shop! 
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A.L.F. VIRTUAL WALLET
The last A.L.F. tab is where you see all activity with your A.L.F. ‘Virtual Wallet’: any time money is added and 

any time money is taken away (because you bought awesome stuff in the shop).
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using the virtual 
wallet

So now you’ve racked up the points, have money in your ‘Virtual Wallet’ and you’re dying to spend it...

That’s easy too. Simply add the items to your cart in the shop, then go to the cart and you will see on the 
bottom left-hand side the ‘Virtual Wallet’ area. In the white bar it will show how much money you have in 
the wallet, and either enter the amount that you want to use in the grey bar and hit ‘Apply’ or hit ‘Use Max 

Amount’ to use all the funds in the wallet.

After this you will see the amount deducted from the ‘Total’ section in the cart (and during checkout).
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Now go forth on your 
adventure through 

the levels...
That  should be all you need to now work your way through the levels unlocking awesome prizes and better 

pricing. As you begin this journey we want to say again a big thank you for signing up, and we look forward to 
a long partnership of #MilllingMoreUnits.
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Bonus tips:
tagging us on Facebook 

and instagram
One easy way to rack up points in the program is to post about us on social media, and if we repost your 

content then you will get 100 points.

Most important about this method of earning points is that we need to be able to see that you have posted 
something about us and be able to repost it. To do this, all you have to do is ‘tag’ us in the post.

To tag us, all you need to do is write our social media name @alientoolsgmbh in your post. This name is the 
same for both Facebook and Instagram.

As you start to type the name it is very easy to find us as suggestions come up as you type, and you can 
just click on our account to automatically tag the right account. Once you complete the post with our name 

tagged correctly we will receive instantly a notification that you mentioned us in your post.
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For more information about 

how to earn points take a 

look at the A.L.F. intro Flyer. 

Good Luck!

FLYER DOWNLOAD
And follow us on social media to 
keep informed about new tools, 

deals, giveaways, etc.!!!

https://www.instagram.com/alientoolsgmbh/
https://www.alien-tools.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/ALFIntroENIndustrial-1.pdf
https://www.instagram.com/alientoolsgmbh/
https://www.facebook.com/AlienToolsGmbH
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